
Help Your Health – The Weekly Review Winter Session 2020– #5

 
Attunement and Warm Up: See #1 of this Fall Session

Prone:  
A “Short n’Sweet” – Child’s Pose to Up-Dog to Down-Dog to Child’s Pose moving in sync 
with the breath.

1. Begin in a long stretchy Child’s Pose with forearms and elbows off the mat if the head is 
touching the mat.

2. Inhale to Up-Dog, curl the toes under, optional lift the knees

3. Exhale to Down-Dog

4. Inhale coming high on the toes, bring the knees down

5. Exhale returning to Child’s Pose, point the toes and release the ankles to the mat.  
Repeat as desired.

Supine:

Leg Lifts as the Tibetan #2 –Both, single, double and/or knees bent..21 is the magic number

Front Lying Boat Pose (Supta Navasana) a version of Locust Pose 

1. Forehead on mat, Exhale pressing hips and pelvis into the floor stretching both arms and legs 
long.

2. Inhale: Right arm straight overhead lift both arms (left arm back alongside the body) and left 
leg.

3. Exhale as you lower.

Repeat x6-12 and then switch sides.

Version: With chin on the mat, lift only both arms or only both legs (Locust) on Inhale, Exhale 
lower and repeat.

End in Down-Dog and walk hands to feet.

Standing:

Sun Salutations with/wo the Chair: A(right leg back and forward) & B(left leg back and 
forward) Start with 2 rounds and increase, do daily if possible.  
See the DVD or website for details.



Balancing using the wall. Shifting the weight from R/L and lifting heel/toe with the eyes open 
and closed. Don’t put the toes down to gain balance instead put a finger or two on the wall, 
regain your balance, take the finger off, hold with the foot off the floor balancing and then release 
toes down, heel down and shift to the other side. Let the body do the balancing. The straight 
standing leg should be soft, do NOT lock any knees but also do not bend either. Can be done 
daily and even twice daily am and later in the day. Balance is accumulative so do often.

Sitting: 
Pranayama/Breathing : Alternate Nostril Breathing -details on my website

Series of seated Arm/Shoulder stretches and twists. Mostly Isometric.

Savasana (option legs up the wall with sandbags)

Essential Oil: doTerra “Eucalyptus” 

Music: Parijat “Offerings”  

Quote: ‘it had long since come to my attention that people of accomplishment rarely sat back 
and let things happen to them. they went out and happened to things.” -leonardo da vinci

Misc: take a longer stride and use the full foot……


